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Higher Order Interaction Terms

Notions of Fairness

Resolution

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been shown to be uniquely effective for many predictive tasks,
such as image recognition and natural language processing. However, as they have become more
ubiquitous, there have been several examples of these models exhibiting anthropomorphic bias (e.g.
making predictions correlated with race or gender for unrelated tasks) due to over fitting, amplifying
and systematizing bias already inherent in training data. To address this problem, we consider a novel
regularization approach for deep learning, inspired by the constrained optimization literature, that
directly penalizes unwanted disparities in treatment of populations proportionally to their impact on
observed bias. Using this method, we can control bias at training time, as opposed to in a pre- or postprocessing step; this results in concurrent out-of-sample improvements in both fairness and accuracy
for some data sets. Our methods fit well into existing optimization and training approaches and can be
easily generalized across network architectures and notions of fairness. We validate our methods
empirically on several real world data sets that contain implicit bias. Namely we consider the impact of
race on recidivism prediction, gender on income, and wine color on quality.

Issue

Abstract

• Objective not compatible with SGD methods
• The term
confounds data in objective (and gradient)
• Need additive decomposition by data

• Use higher order moment constraints
•
• 𝛿𝛿 different for each power
• Similar to constraints in Zafar et al. (2017)
• Effectively a moment matching constraints on 𝑋𝑋+ and 𝑋𝑋−

• Referred to as “disparate impact” in the literature
• Decision uncorrelated to protected class

True-positive rate

False-positive rate

• Alternatively, equalized opportunity (Hardt et al., 2016)

• Require no correlation when restricted to those “deserving”
• Can also be implemented within our framework

• Our approach to approximately solve the constrained
training problem:

Empirical Results

• Where G is one of the fairness notions stated above
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These methods were mostly developed for convex training problem with
small data, they do not generalize well to deep learning
Adversarial Deep Learning Approaches:
•
•
•
•

Edwards and Storkey (2015)
Beutel et al (2017)
Madras et al (2018)
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Pre-Processing and In Training :
• Bolukbasi (2016)
• Burns et al (2018)

These methods often involve either large parameter counts or are highly
model specific, our method is more general and requires fewer parameters.

Fairness Constraints and Regularization
• Consider the optimization problem:

• Need to reformulate to fit SGD
• General method: relax constraint to form regularization
• Lagrangian relaxation:

• Simlar to l-2 and l-1 regularization that can be viewed as Lagrangian relaxations

